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Receiwed If Aqua: !98? 
RWi 
ewe OR initial conditions of two recursive filt rs for cleaning a ~n~rnjn~ted 
ive outliets. We sPEaw thar the function in the recursive quatian is in general 
not conmaive, but never&e&s there exists a stationary solution and two iterate wi 
initial conditions coincide after some random rime TO. However TO may be quite la 
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Kleiner et a!. (1979) proposed a robust filter in order to clean a contaminated time 
series y, from outliers. Assuming the additive contamination 
Y,=&+& 
with u, = 0 in the majority, the idea is to put f, = y, if yt is close to a prediction of 
x, and to replace y, otherwise by some value closer to this prediction. odeling the 
clean process (x,) as a stationary AR(p)-process with mean zero, coefficients 
aI, . . . , ap and innovation variance 1, this leads to 
%cjE, a$-j+# 
t 
Yfwjf, ap%-j 
> 
0.0 
with t,b(x) = max(-c, min( c, x)). We us% uber’s $ for sim licity, but all our res 
remain correct if $ is odd, 0 s $(x) for x20, $(x)=x for Ilulsc a 
lim x*Q) $(x) c 00. (1.1) can be wri 
A 
r, = -*+#4Yr(a-,M (1.2) 
where $t = (2#,, %+, . . . , 2t-p+i)+, 
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artin and Thomson (1982) have proposed an improvement of (1.2) by introduc- 
ing a variable scale as follows: 
(1.3a) 
- WUY, - 0%lM/SA %:MT+Q (133) 
= lSf column of 11) w(x) = 9(x)/x a = 0 otherwise. 
0th these filters are recursive. We are going to st there exists a 
stationary solution $t of ( 1.2) or ( 1.3) and if, and how fast iterations of (1.2) or 
(1.3) with arbitrary Litial conditions converge to it. These questions are important 
for the following reasons: Changing a y-value at some instant o means to start at 
to with a new initial condition. If the filter is robust, only a few St’s should be 
affected by such a change. Iterations of (1.2) or (1.3) with the same y, but different 
initial conditions hould thus come close together quickly. Moreover, in order to 
investigate asymptotic properties of estimators based on g,, one must know how 
quickly it converges to the stationary solution and how strongly this stationary 
solution depends on the past or‘ (y,). 
As we will show in Section 2 in general one cannot find a norm for which (1.2) 
or (1.3) becomes contractive. Moreover asmall percentage of suitably placed outliers 
can prevent convergence of two iterations with different initial conditions, see Fig. 
1. The problem studied here is thus rather delicate. We will show that a stationary 
-6 
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.2) with two different initial cmditions. y, is a sim;ilaited 
variance one to which outliers were added at 
(1.2) the above values for aI, a2 and c = 1 were used. 
solution of (1.2) and (1.3) exists an rates of (1.2) a (1.3) coimcide a.s. with 
this solution from some random time on, provide 
PUY , , . . . ) yn) E G J > 0 for all n and all measurable G 5 
(1.4) 
is is proved by the? itions for a general theorem on stochastic 
recursive quations given in endix. (I. st models of contamined 
time series, and we leave it to the reader to give e itions which imply (1.4). 
Consider a general recursive equation 
where ( W, ?V) and ( Y, 5) are Polish spaces and f: W x Y + W is measurable. We 
say that f is contractive if there is a metric d on W and a < 1 such that for all y, 
w, w’ 
d(f(w, Y), .f(w’, ~1) s a&w, ~‘1. (2.2) 
Clearly, (2.2) implies that the iterates of (2.1) forget their initial conditions at 
exponential speed no matter how the y,‘s look like. Moreover, for any equivalent 
metric I?, d(w,, w:) converges to zero uniformly in the y,‘s. 
Lemma2.1. (i) IfClukl< 1, (1.2) isconZructive. (ii) Ingeneral, neither (1.2) nor (1.3) 
are contractive for any norm. 
Proof. (i) We consider on IF’ the norm ljxlj =Cip_1 XlXjl with yi= 1, yj = 
1 --r;Z’, ((akl+~) (j> 1) w h ere E is so small that yp > 0 and 1-C Ia,1 2 FE. Since 
u + e(u) - u is Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant 31, we have 
I%+, -a:+, ls lC ~j(%+l-j-aLl-j)l. 
Hence 
II&+* - ;:+I I s bpIl%+1-, - 3+*-p l+‘i’ (ri+,+lajJ)I%+1-i-k:+,-jl j=l 
s j$, (vi-e)[%+t-j-k:+L-jlr 
contra~tivity follows. 
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rst consider (1.2) in the case p = 2. If 
and 
A 
Yl = x, = 
At 
xt 
y~>rnax(u,~~-1+u~~~_2,u1~~-1+u2~:-2)+~ (s=t+l, t-+-2), 
then it can be checked easily that 
A A? 
xt+2 - &+2 = u&& -a:_,)* 
Thus for lulusl > 1 which is possible for a stationary AR(2), 2, -2: cannot converge 
to zero for arbitrary yl’s. 
Fii:ally consider (1.3) for p = 1 and a > 0. We assume s, < s: and $_, < I;:_,, other 
cases being similar. If yt = ax^:_, + cs:, then 
*I 
xt = Yt, 
I 
St+1 = 1, Zt=a?t_,+Cs,<x:, St+1 ’ 1. 
ence for y,, 1 s a+ - at+ 1 we obtain 
*I * 
X 
A? 
t+1 -xt+1 = ax, -c-~t+cst+,~u2(~:_,-~t_,)+C(st+,-1). 
Now, using s: 3 s, 3 1, 
s:+, = 1+u2sf(1 -cst/lyt -cu;l_,l, 
2 1+ a*$( I- cs,l(u(~:_, -d_,) + cst)) 
2 1+ u3($, - Zt-,)/(a(& - &*) + c). 
Hence st+l - I 3 $z3(1;: _1 -&)/c +O(($_, - $t_,)2), and we obtain for I& - &I 
small 
e 
(I. .2) is a special case of the general recursive equation (2.1) if we put = UP, w = 2, 
y - (Aw),). Since the coefficients (a,, . . . , up) are 
condition, the igenvalues of A are less 
nown, see e.g. useholder (1964, p. 46), 
at 
where 
and 
first state some ele~~~~nt~~~ pe~~es of $ leavi the proof td the reader. 
a 3.1. Let d = c/(1, Q, . . . , NrIl,/(l - II II,,. If Ilxil* =S d, en 11 f(q y)ll, S d 
jiw all YEW. 
Lemma 3.2. rfi&, Sk are such that Iy,-(A9,_,)JCc and /v,-(ti:_.,),(Sc for t= 
1 ,..., p, thenS, =i: jbr all tap. 
The main result of this section is 
TheC4rem 3.8. If (1.4) !+ol&, tr a measurable function g : Et”“+ W such that 
f!T(y,, Ye, 9 * * .I is a stationary solution of (l-l), and to any initial condition $-, with 
II&&S d there is a random time T,, T,too a.s., such that 
(&), =g(y,,y,-+ - - -1 for ta G. 
Proof. We are going to check conditions (Al) and (A.2) of Theorem A given in the 
appendix. (Al) follows from Lemma 3.1 with C =(x: iixii*S ti). Because of (1.4), 
(A2) follows if there is some n and G c R” with non-empty interior such that 
(Y I,..-,Y&G &, $, E D implies 2” = 2;. (3.2) 
First we show that there is an it* and C* E W”* with non-empty interior such that 
(Y w.,y&G*, &,, $, E D implies 
I(A(z, --;:)),I c c/2 
(3.3) 
for t=n*,...,n*+p-1. 
If y~~sup(l(Ax),); XE D}+c for t=l,. . . , n, then for any &ED, 
n-l 
$=A”$,,+ 
( ) 
C A’ (c,O ,..., O)? 
r=o 
Hence 
11% -r^:,l& 11A”(~o-~~)II,~2dI)AII;):~0, 
and (3.3) is seen to hold for n* large enough and 
),I, x E D} + c, m)“*. 
Denote by $’ the t-th iterate of (1.2) with i. 
G={(y I,..., y,,vn”+J; (y,,. . . , yn+ 
i=l,...,p} 
has a non-empty interior and satisfies (3.2), in view of Lemma 3.2. 0 
lter is of the form (2.1) if we 
= ( +1 ) 
j=O 
which is nothing else than the covariance matrix of (x,, . . . , xp) in the AR-model. 
F *r two symmetric matrices A, B let us define As B if B-A is positive definite. 
metric and positiw 
f. ieie=(l,O,...,O)‘.Thenm=Meandthus,foranyru~ 
CY3 3a/M,3=(a3Me)2/(c3Me)~a3 
by Cauchy-Schwartz. Thus, since w s 1, f2(x, M, y) 2 Q 2 0. If M s J?, then 
y)sAMA3+Q6ARA3+Q=R 
because w 2 0. Cl 
ence f2 leaves the set 
={M symmetric; Q” MS R} 
we will use the norm 
. Let h = h,/( 1 - llAl&). If Ilxll* s h, then Ilfi(x, M, y)ll, s hforall M E 
e proof is straightforward. Finally we have the analogue of Lemma 3.2. 
. Ifgo, %, 
fort=f,...,p, then 
1s cqand ly,-( 
lter recursion with zero observation noise. 
.l) follows fro 
ave to check (A 
such that 
(Y I,“‘, yn*) E G*, (i$, i) E D implies 
I(A(i-x^:!>,l<c/2 for t=n*,...,n*+p,-1. 
By the continuity of (1.3) there are el, &2 such that (4.4) follows from 
(Yl,... , y& G*, (&,, :) E D implies 
ii&--&ii* S El ) iiMl*+* - 412s 452, 
WV 
But for any K > c and y, > K&+sup(((Ax),l; iixii* s h) for t = 1,. . . , n, we have 
iiK+, - Rii2s iiA”(M, - R)(AT)“ii,+c i 11 z+,-j(ATyi12/K 
s A, + const/ # 
because M,E M and is compact. 
this we get after some algebra 
j=l 
where A, + 0 
SimiMy IMb+, - R I2 s A,, + const/ K. Using 
n-l 
ii% - $,ll, s liA”(&, -;;)[I*+ c C IIA’(m,-j/s.-j-ns~-j/s~-j)II~ 
j=O 
=S & + const/ K with &, + 0. 
Thus (4.5) follows if we choose both n* and K large and 
G* = [Km-: sup{~(Ax),I; Ilxil*~ h}, oo)“*. 
Denote by 27, y+, the t-th iterate of (1.3) with gti = , = Q. If y, 3 - . . , y,,* E 
G* and ((A&+,_,), - yns+J < c/2 (i = I,. . . , p), then for arbitrary (io, 
(26, M:)E D we have 
lYt-mLJ1I~c~, 
and 
ly,-(ti:_,),Iscs: (t=n”+l,..., n”+p). 
) thus follows frQ 
The robust filters considered here can 
then equivalent to 
Thus 2, -r, is a Markov process. Because is bounded, the results of Tweedie 
(1983) can be used to show that it is geometrically ergodic. However this tells us 
only that the iterates $ - r, converge in law to the stationary solution whereas we 
have shown here convergence for almost all paths. 
So far we have assumed the mean, the AR-parameters and the innovation variance 
to be known. In pracice they have to be est ated. A possible robust estimation 
method are the so called GM-estimators, see artin (1980) or Kfinsch (1984). It is 
then an obvious idea to reestimate the parameters from the filtered process (2,) 
and possibly to iterate the procedure, see Martin et al. (1983) and Martin and Yohai 
(1987). The properties of this procedure remain to be investigated. Our result is 8 
first stzp towards such a rigorous study. A somewhat different method for dealing 
with additive contaminations has been discussed recently by Kulkami and Heyde 
(1987). 
uit @IT stochastic recursive equati 
Consider the general stochastic recursive equation (2.1) where the sequence 4 = 
) is assumed to be stationary and ergodic. We denote by fi the t-th iterate 
off; i.e. 
fl(bv,Y)=fhY) and ft(W,Y,,...,y,)=f(f,-,(w,y,,...,y,-,),y,). 
Let 
By the c~~st~~tiQ~ of T,, the station&y and ergodicity of 4 implies that ([y,, T,], 
) is stationary and ergodic too. From this and since (A29 implies P( TO c k*) > 0 
for k* sufficiently large, we get a monotone decreasing sequence of randorA> :ndices 
Ni + --OO such that Pii+, + k* < A?i, TN, < k* (i E N). Applying (Al) we obtain that 
the intersections 
are non-empty and that they consist of a single element, which will be denoted by 
w,(4). It follows by the construction that (w,(#). (t E Z) is stationary and ergodic 
and that w,(4) satisfies (2.1). Furthermore, for every fixed element w E D it holds that 
lim ,&_s+,( w, ys, . . . ) YA E &(#) = bJ,Wl- 
s-s--a, 
Since the functions arising in this limit are measurable, g(y,, y,_,, . . .) = 
lim,,_, fr-s+l(W, Ys, - * - , y,) has the properties stated in (i). By the same arguments 
as above, we obtain a monotone increasing sequence of random indices Mi +m 
such that Mi + k* < Mi+, and TM, < k*( i E N). This yields To c 00 in view of (Al). 0 
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